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Multiple Choice (1 point each} 
恤n吋the letter of the choice他的best completes the statement or answers the
question.

1. Mike and Sandy are two woodworkers who both make tables and chairs. In one month, Mike
can make 4 tables or 20 chairs, while Sandy can make 6 tables or 18 chairs. Given this, we know
that

A. Mike has an absolute advantage in chairs.
B. Mike has a comparative advantage in tables.
C. Sandy has an absolute advantage in chairs.
D. Sandy has a comparative advantage in chairs.

2. New oak tables are normal goods. What would happen to the equilibrium price and quantity in
the market for oak tables if the price of maple fables rises and the price of wood saws increased?

A. Price will fall and the effect on quantity is ambiguous.
B. Price will rise and the effect on quantity is ambiguous.
C. Quantity will fall and the effect on price is ambiguous.
D. Quantity will rise and the effect on price is ambiguous.

3. When a good is taxed, the burden of the tax
A. falls more heavily on the side of the market that is more elastic.
B. falls more heavily on the side of the market that is more inelastic.
C. falls more heavily on址ie side of the market that is closer to unit elastic.
D. is distributed independently of relative elasticities of supply and demand.

4. An optimal tax on pollution would result in which of the following?
A. Producers will choose not to produce any pollution.
B. Producers will internalize the cost of pollution.
C. Producers will maximize production.
D. The value to consumers at market equilibrium will exceed the social cost of production.

5. Which of the following is not a characteristic of pollution permits?
A. Prices are set by supply and demand.
B. Allowing firms to trade their permits reduces the total quan七ity of pollution beyond the

initial allocation.

備

C. Real-world markets for pollution permits include sulfur dioxide and carbon.

吉主
一 、作答於試題土者，不于計分。
二、試題請隨卷繳交。
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